
Chapter 2 

Problem statement 

2.1. Identification of the Problem 

The expectation of this project is to reduce the down time of the 

synchronization process since it finally affects the total revenue that can be generated 

from the plant. This needs to be analyzed by exploring the possibilities for stabilizing 

the rotor speed during synchronization. This will require development of a new 

control system, which should facilitate the synchronizing function of the existing 

synchronizer while it is not interfering with the installed control set up. The design of 

the new controller involves modeling of the Mini-Hydro plant, use of Matlab and 

control theory for designing of LTI control systems in S plane and also Digital 

Control principles for practical implementation of control algorithm in a 

microcontroller unit (MCU). The following areas need to be focused. 

1. How to model the system during Synchronization? 

2. What hardware components to be sourced and what to be produced to 

make the prototype design? 

3. Programming the microprocessor according to the control algorithms. 

4. How to obtain experimental results? 

2.2. Objective of the Project . 

The expectation of this project is to explore alternative methods that can be 

applied for damping the rotor so that it could stabilize at a reference input (bus 

frequency) and for more to develop a prototype circuitry for a selected Mini-Hydro 

plant for real life testing of the concept. Damping the system should be done by 

electrical means in a controlled manner so that the rotor speed can be stabilized within 

a desired time. 

The design of the new controller involves identifying the model of the present 

system and model development of the proposed new controller. The model has to be 

analyzed in Matlab simulation which will require transfer function of the system in S 

plane and also Digital Control principles for practical implementation of the control 

algorithm in Z plane. During the investigation more attention is paid on the 
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followings, 

A) Modeling of the identified Mini-Hydro plant (present system) 

1. Derive differential equations for power equilibrium. Moreover, derive 

close loop transfer function of the present system. 

2. Find out the viscous frictional damping of the generator assembly. 

3. Estimation of PID values of the present synchronizer using Matlab 

B) Identify the viable options for applying resistive loading to the system 

for damping 

1. Inertia calculations to identify range of power requirement for 

damping the system during a desired time frame. 

2. Selection of Power Electronic Devices for optimum performance of 

the circuit. 

3. Programming the Microprocessor for control algorithm. 

C) Identify a suitable model plant and to obtain plant owner's permission 

for testing the circuitry at site to get experimental results. 

2.3 Importance of the Project 

As outlined in the previous chapter, there are several causes that may affect a 

Mini-Hydro generator to shut down whilst in operation. They may be due to 

temporary line faults and power interruptions at the receiving end as well as for 

planned shutdowns. The plant should be able to resume power generation within a 

shortest time period possible when it is required to set the unit back in operation. 

Therefore, development of a Speed stabilizer is important to minimize the 

synchronization period. 

This research will help to explore the feasible solutions for damping the rotor 

during synchronization and thereby to achieve rapid synchronization. The prototype 

development of the proposed controller and testing it with an identified model plant 

can obtain real life experimental results. The results can then be ascertained for 

commercial viability for the benefit of relevant industry. 
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